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Disclaimer

The Notes from the Working Sessions included herein are as they were set down by our recorders. They were compiled during an open discussion with consensus from the group and as the discussion was interpreted by our recorders. Only misspellings and obvious misinterpretations of the spoken word have been corrected in this published version.
Executive Summary

The US market for active implantable medical devices (AIMDs) was nearly $4.9 billion annually in 2002 and is projected to more than double by 2007 due to aging demographics, product advances, and changing patient-care strategies, according to the 2003 report from the Freedonia Group, Inc. Recent recalls and publicized failures of active implanted medical devices have highlighted the need for improved device reliability and a more visible response by the device manufacturers to concerns of the American people and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

The workshop on Measurement Methods for Evaluation of AIMDs was held on October 3 and 4, 2005 in Gaithersburg, MD. The workshop was well attended, with 94 registrants. Fourteen device manufacturers were represented, 30 registrants were from the FDA, and eight were from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The goal of the workshop was to help identify the technical and measurement issues that are involved in the use of both national and international standards for the assessment of the reliability of AIMDs, and to help define areas for future work that will facilitate the rapid deployment of advanced implant technologies. Specifically, the workshop sought answers to the following questions:

- How have manufacturing methods for active implantable medical devices changed over the past 20 to 25 years, and how have the sources and mechanisms for failure been affected?
- What are the conditions for assessing the overall reliability of a device? What else may be needed in addition to ISO 9000?
- How are end-point reliability measurement results for individual device components integrated into assessment of overall reliability; how should synergistic effects be assessed?
- What new measurement and analysis methods may be employed to improve assessment of reliability?
- Are there specific test methods that need to be developed for application to devices fabricated under different means?
- What is the relative importance of fabrication quality management vs. end product test measurements?
- How can government, academic, and industrial resources be applied most effectively in the development of medical device standards (e.g., development of measurement methods as a basis for standards, compilation of critical data as a basis for regulatory decisions, etc.)?

Plenary Session I opened the workshop with three speakers from the FDA, who discussed regulations, standards, and the patient’s perspective. The following plenary sessions covered “designing for device reliability” and consensus standards. Since this was the first time that the AIMD companies all gathered under one roof, the agenda was set with experts in various aspects of reliability to kick off the discussions during the working sessions. Working Session I focused on plausible failure mechanisms inside the can, such as electronic and hermetic reliability issues. Corrosion and mechanical degradations of the can itself were the focus of Working Session II, to complete Day 1. On Day 2, the topic for Working Session III was choosing accelerators for predicting reliability and lifetimes. Engineers from two device manufacturers spoke during
Working Session IV, one about designing for impact prior to implantation, and the other on reliability standards and practices, specific to their own companies.

For each Working Session the speakers were followed by a period of open discussion and questions to identify action items pertaining to the workshop goals. The open discussions covered a wide range of topics, the contents of which are provided in bullet format following the abstracts for the working session in this report.

Reliability issues that we inferred from the discussions during the working sessions are:

- The physical and chemical environment: does it change based on location in the body? What happens at the interface between biological and engineered materials?
- What are the mechanisms by which water accumulates within the can? Should improved test methods be developed to detect smaller leaks in smaller volumes?
- How do interfaces and electrical components respond to that moisture?
- Is it possible to modify or improve test standards to bring potential in vivo failure mechanisms to light? What, if any, are the appropriate accelerants for determining lifetimes?
- How should the use envelope be defined to account for the spectrum of physiques and activities of patients in whom the device will be implanted? How do parameters such as impacts, falls, torque, G forces, etc. affect the physics of the device in vivo?
- How do assembly, manufacturing, transportation, and storage stress the devices?
- Which animal models are appropriate for a particular system?

At the end of the second day, Working Session V: Reliability Issues for Future Devices, and Summarizing Working Sessions I–IV were held concurrently. The items discussed in those sessions are also provided in this volume in bullet format.

The speakers brought to the workshop a wealth of knowledge that is pertinent to AIMD. Outside (the industry) experts from universities, microelectronic powerhouses, and the military provided key insights into leak detection and residual gas content, corrosion, designing for and predicting reliability, microelectronic fabrication and reliability testing, and writing consensus standards. All agreed to participate in this workshop because they believe that designing reliable AIMDs is imperative, and they felt that they could contribute to that goal.

The workshop ended with the identification of some definite needs. These included the need for standard leak reference materials for leak rates three orders of magnitude lower than those currently available, validated test methods for measuring such leak rates, and models for calculating leaks rates from flaws of various geometrical and material combinations at the design stage and for helping validate leak rate measurements on a reliably repeatable basis.

It was agreed that one or more follow-up workshops are desired. However, the size, topic and format of that (those) workshop(s) should be determined by a planning committee that includes representatives from the FDA, NIST, and the AIMD Industry. Further input is sought from interested parties and should be conveyed to Elizabeth Drexler at NIST (Drexler@boulder.nist.gov).
Agenda

OCTOBER 3, DAY 1
8:00 a.m. Registration & Continental Breakfast
8:55 a.m. **Introductions, Moderator, John A. Tesk**
  9:00 a.m. Welcome to the Workshop, NIST & the FDA  Rich Kayser  NIST
  9:10 a.m. NIST & Biomaterials  Lori Henderson  NIST
  9:20 a.m. Introduction to the Workshop Issues  William F. Regnault  FDA

---

**Plenary Sessions I, II & III**  **Moderator, William F. Regnault, FDA**

9:35 a.m. **Plenary Session I**
  9:35 a.m. Patient Perceptions Leading to Explanation  James Kane  FDA
  10:00 a.m. Post-Market Regulation of Medical Devices  Betty Collins  FDA
  10:25 a.m. GMP Regulations and Standards  Jan Welch  FDA
  10:45 a.m. **BREAK**

11:00 a.m. **Plenary Session II**—Designing for Intended Use and Reliability  Ali Mosleh  U MD
11:30 a.m. **Plenary Session III**—MIL-STDs and Consensus Standards: Their Utility and their Inference for Device Reliability

---

**Working Sessions I & II**  **Moderator, Elizabeth S. Drexler, NIST**

1:30 p.m. **Working Session I**—Plausible Mechanisms for Failure: Mechanisms Inside the Can
  
  **Session Chair: Jack Martinez**  NIST
  1:30 p.m. Chip-Level Design: Developments, Failure Mechanisms and Reliability Testing  Ken Rodbell  IBM
  1:50 p.m. Package-Level Design: Developments, Failure Mechanisms and Reliability Testing  Robert Munroe (Retired)  Motorola
  2:10 p.m. Residual Gas Content and Ionic Content  Bob Thomas (Retired)  Rome AFB
  2:30 p.m. Answers for Advice that the Workshop Seeks (see Session Chair’s Guide)

3:30 p.m. **BREAK**
3:45 p.m. **Working Session II**—Plausible Mechanisms for Failure: Mechanisms Outside the Can
  
  **Session Chair: Michael Schen**  NIST
  3:45 p.m. Corrosion Issues  Robert Baboian  RB Corrosion Service
  4:05 p.m. Impact, Trauma, and Vibration Issues  Dominick Hammerer  Med-El
  4:25 p.m. Answers for Advice that the Workshop Seeks (see Session Chair’s Guide)
  5:25 p.m. End of Day 1

---

OCTOBER 4, DAY 2
7:45 a.m. Registration & Continental Breakfast

**Working Sessions III & IV**  **Moderators, Elizabeth Drexler, NIST & John Tesk**

8:45 a.m. **Working Session III**—Measurements for Accelerated Reliability Testing of Packages
  
  **Session Chair: Stan Purwin**  Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory
  8:45 a.m. What are the Proper Accelerators for Predicting the Reliability of Active Implantable Medical Devices?  Michael G. Pecht  U MD
9:05 a.m. Answers for Advice that the Workshop Seeks (see Session Chair’s Guide)

10:05 a.m. BREAK

10:20 a.m. Working Session IV—Medical System Concerns—Manufacturers’ Perspectives
Session Chair: Keith McLain
Advanced Bionics Inc.
10:20 a.m. Medical System Concerns—Manufacturers’ Perspective
David Erhart  Medtronic
10:40 a.m. Cochlear Ltd. Internal Reliability Standards and Practices
Edmond Capcelea  Cochlear Corporation

11:00 a.m. Answers for Advice that the Workshop Seeks (see Session Chair’s Guide)

12:00 p.m. Lunch, NIST Cafeteria

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1:00 p.m. Drafting of Workshop Sessions I, II, III & IV Summaries
(Dining Room B: Session I, J. Martinez, K. Rodbell, R. Munroe, B. Thomas;
Session II, M. Schen, R. Baboian, D. Hammerer)
(Room A149, Bldg 224, Polymers: Session III, S. Purwin, M. Pech;
Session IV, K. McLain, D. Erhart, E. Capcelea)

1:00 p.m. Working Session V—Reliability Issues for Future Devices
Moderator, Elizabeth Drexler  NIST
Session Chair: John Suehle  NIST
(Session V is open to all except the previous session chairs and presenters from those
sessions who wish to work with their session chairs on developing Summary
Recommendations)

2:15 p.m. Conclusion and Summary Recommendations
Moderator, W. F. Regnault, FDA

Who is to do what?
Where is the work to be done?
How is the work to be accomplished?

Is there a need for a follow-up workshop or symposium?

3:00 p.m. End of Workshop

Planning Committee
William F. Regnault, ............Center for Devices and Radiological Health, FDA & Guest
Researcher, NIST
Elizabeth S. Drexler, ............Materials Reliability Division, NIST
John A. Tesk, .................Consultant & Guest Researcher, NIST
Michael Schen, ...............Advanced Technology Program, NIST

Workshop Scribes
Tonya Icenogle, ...............Center for Devices and Radiological Health, FDA & Guest
Researcher, NIST
Tithi Dutta Roy, ...............Postdoctoral Fellow, Biomaterials Group, Polymers Division, NIST
Objectives of the Workshop

Purpose:
To help identify the technical and measurement issues that are involved in the use of both national and international standards for the assessment of the reliability of active implantable medical devices, and to help define the areas for future work that will facilitate the rapid deployment of advanced implant technologies.

Topics:
The workshop seeks insight to answers for the following questions:

• How have manufacturing methods for active implantable medical devices changed over the past 20 to 25 years, and how have the sources for failure mechanisms been affected?

• What are the conditions for assessing the overall reliability of a device? What else may be needed in addition to ISO 9000?

• How are end-point reliability measurement results for individual device components integrated into assessment of overall reliability; how should synergistic effects be assessed?

• What new measurement and analysis methods may be employed to improve assessment of reliability?

• Are there specific test methods that need to be developed for application to devices fabricated under different means?

• What is the relative importance of fabrication quality management vs. end product test measurements?

• How can government, academic, and industrial resources be applied most effectively in the development of medical device standards (e.g., development of measurement methods as a basis for standards, compilation of critical data as a basis for regulatory decisions, etc.)?
**Session Discussion Guidelines**

This guide provides suggestions to help participants:
1. Engage in the discussion of each session,
2. Reach conclusions and,
3. *Identify action items* (It is essential that your session reach this stage in order to bring the workshop to a successful conclusion).

**Please consider the following:**
1. Develop a list of Critical Needs
2. Identify whether the Need is:
   a. A consensus standard
   b. A standardized test method
   c. A standard practice (e.g., manufacturing measurement or process control, data analysis)
   d. A guidance document on the use of existing standards and practices
   e. Anything else (e.g., fundamental research, measurement development)
3. Identify why each Need is considered important
   Examples:
   a. Improvement of an existing device component
   b. Improvement of fabrication technology
   c. Submission of a new device for FDA approval
   d. Understanding of device-tissue and device-patient interactions
   f. Uniformity of industrial practices (e.g., sampling, assembly, cleaning, tolerance control)
   g. Standardization of measurement technology
   h. Improvement of measurement technology (calibration, instrumentation, etc.)
   i. Support for measurement science needs development
   j. Reduction of barriers to trade
   k. Harmonization of development of standards for national and international uses
   l. Application to other regulatory purposes (GMP?)
4. Prioritize the Needs as to their importance
5. Provide Rationale for the Prioritization
6. Identify how each Need should be approached to resolve its critical issues: thorough participation on a standards committee at a national or international level, by collaboration with other stakeholders (e.g., round robin testing, test method development, process measurement or development, fundamental research etc?)

The Session Chair will use the discussions to develop a summary report
The report should identify (if possible):
   a. *Who is to do WHAT?* (The participants and organizations that must be involved, etc.)
   b. The action needed to initiate the work on each item
   c. *Who is best qualified to take the lead*
Plenary Session I: Abstracts

Patient Perceptions Leading to Explantation (Cochlear Implants)
James K. Kane, Ph.D.

The three cochlear implant manufacturers who have received marketing approval from FDA currently report similar cumulative survivability rates (CSR) per ISO 5841-2, rev. 2000 (reliability standard used by the cardiac pacemaker industry). Notably, however, two of the three manufacturers had device problems in 2004 sufficient to voluntarily initiate device recall from the U.S. market and, for one manufacturer, a world-wide recall. Assuming data integrity is not an issue, and recognizing that the CSR reflects only device explants over time (necessarily ignoring ongoing functionality problems) perhaps the CSR, in and of itself, is not a sufficient metric for illuminating device problems to the public, to potential users of the device, or to the FDA.

Within the cochlear implant device industry, as well as within the cochlear implant clinical community, efforts are underway to relate patients' unusual perceptual/behavioral reports to device functionality. Such reports frequently are suggestive of device malfunction prior to complete device failure and commonly are referred to as "soft" failures. These clinical symptoms often occur even though an implant may pass the manufacturer’s *in situ* device integrity tests. This presentation will overview this subject area with supporting data obtained from implant manufacturers' complaint files during the past year.

Post-Market Regulation of Medical Devices
Betty Collins

Medical devices include thousands of health products, from simple products such as latex gloves to sophisticated robotic systems for laser surgery. The manufacturers of medical devices that have been cleared or approved for distribution in the United States are routinely inspected to ensure that they are safe and effective for their intended uses. Thus products go from a pre-market review to “post-market” surveillance. Post-market activities play a critical role in consumer protection. During post market surveillance, the Office of Compliance looks at a number of areas that provide meaningful and important indicators (signals) of a firm’s compliance with regulatory requirements. A discussion on some of these signals and their importance in complying with post-market regulation will be covered.

The Relationship of Standards and Compliance with the Quality System Regulation from an FDA Perspective
Jan Welch

This presentation will provide the audience with an understanding of how the FDA uses standards and guidance documents in assessing medical device manufacturers’ compliance with the Quality System (QS) regulation. The presentation will focus primarily on post-market activities associated with ensuring compliance with the QS regulation, but the role of standards
in pre-market activities will be briefly mentioned to highlight the important relationship between these sets of activities.

This presentation will focus particularly on those major quality system subsystems where FDA notes significant use of standards by manufacturers. This includes a discussion of the use of standards within the design control subsystem, the production and process control subsystem, and the corrective and preventive action subsystem. The presentation will also include a brief discussion of FDA’s inspectional approach to the use of standards.
Plenary Session II: Abstract

Estimating Reliability at Design
Ali Mosleh

How are end-point reliability measurement results for individual device components integrated into assessment of overall reliability; how should synergistic effects be assessed? What new measurement and analysis methods may be employed to improve assessment of reliability? These questions and more will be answered as I explore techniques for assessing reliability.
Plenary Session III: Abstract

The Value Proposition for Medical Grade Components
Celeste Null

Monolithic and hybrid electronic silicon components have routinely been incorporated into medical devices over the last forty years. Unfortunately, many of these components are taken from distributor shelves or developed internally and their reliability validated by outdated and improper military specifications because the industry has lacked appropriate standards for medical components. Failure mechanisms may or may not accurately reflect usage envelopes. Common stress tests shall be confronted, as well as review of the challenges that face both semiconductor and medical industries as growing incorporation of electronic devices and wireless connectivity occurs globally in medical devices. A call to action for development of medical grade component standards is offered.
Plenary Sessions I–III: Open Discussion

CRITICAL NEEDS

• Manufacturers need to provide requirements without having all of the facts on the biomedical devices
• Medical companies outsourcing components (made by companies that aren’t just providing components for the biomedical industry)
• How do you check the companies’ specifications?
• Companies repackage circuits from large companies (Intel for example) for military and biomedical uses
• Radiation testing for implantable devices
• Use master files to protect confidentiality
• Understanding about what causes device failure
  – Mechanical failure, not necessarily electrical components
• Liability issues
• Specification to screen commercial components (up-screening)
• Higher volume commercial parts more reliable, smaller companies have good screening processes
• Building quality parts, preferred to screening (expensive)
• Fault grade requirements
• Place to publish adverse events
• Establishing communication with foundries and suppliers, partnership (two-way communication)
• Designer needs to understand the use of parts, constant changes in technology, integration of components into a system (systems engineering)
• Verification and validation of systems
• Assessment of reliability verses improvement (redesign)

IMPLANTABLE DEVICE COMPONENTS

• MEMS
• Optical components
• Where are the vulnerabilities of the components in the system?
Working Session I: Abstracts

Chip-Level Design Developments, Failure Mechanisms and Reliability Testing
Ken Rodbell

In this talk the modern silicon-based integrated circuit (IC) will be discussed from two main perspectives—relevant failure mechanisms and reliability testing. A brief overview of chip level design will also be considered in light of these failure mechanisms and recent novel materials and structures that are being proposed for use. The following reliability issues will be highlighted, with some recent examples of a small subset of these explored in greater detail (as time allows).

- Negative bias temperature instability
- Soft error rate (radiation induced)
- Silicide defects
- Metal interconnect
  - Electromigration
  - Stress

Package-Level Design Developments: Failure Mechanisms and Reliability Testing
Robert A. Munroe

In today’s technologies the most frequent causes of reliability failures in service, in my experience, fall into three categories. One category is failures that are induced in manufacturing of the components or assembly and are not detected in routine testing. A second category is failures due to suppliers changing processes or materials without notification to customers despite the standard clauses prohibiting these changes. A third category of failures is the result of using cutting edge technology without sufficient experience with that technology. Furthermore, close monitoring of incoming components and materials and frequent sample stress testing or detailed assembly analyses is often reduced or eliminated to minimize costs of products. Examples will be given for approaches (to new technology) that encompass that technology and minimize risk.

Reliability testing for new products is often menu driven from history or tradition and may not apply to the particular product being designed. The manufacturer is often reluctant to vary from “standard” tests. The “standard” tests may be too harsh or not harsh enough for the application intended. They may not test for the environment or reveal the failure mechanisms to which a new technology or product may be susceptible. Following the philosophy of Dorian Shainin (a peer of Deming and Graham), few manufacturers ever verify their qualification assumptions to validate them or find unexpected failure mechanisms. Shainin suggested examining products in the application when it has not failed; it is through the examination of such in-service products over time that unanticipated mechanisms can be revealed. (Testing for failure ensures that you will get the expected failure mechanism.) With medical implants this may have to be done with animals, if the appropriate model exists, but it should be done at increasing periods of time to be able to detect unexpected results and make corrections and recalls before failures exhibit themselves in the field.
This presentation will discuss the origin of the RGA measurement technique and the problems in getting industry to adopt MIL-STD 883, Test Method 1018. Examples of the positive effect the Test Method had on both industrial and military packages will be discussed, and the methods companies tried in order to avoid using the method. Efforts at contamination control will be presented including the photos from the human spittle experiments that are still relevant to the medical implant field. Finally, a summary of the current implant technology will be reviewed from a perspective of moisture and contamination control.
Working Session I: Open Discussion

IDEAS

• Standards and test methods from companies should be shared, respecting confidentiality
  – Needed for device implants
• Need a good interface model, and need to define parameters
• Confidential task force to share ideas among the experts in the field
  – Is Dauskardt from Stanford an appropriate expert?
• How would you fund task force? NIST? Semiconductor International Association?
  (protected data)

DISCUSSION

• No incentive to share processes with other companies
• Develop the right tools (Military Standard might be out of date)
• STACK International (London, England)
• GIDEP: publish failures in the field that people experience
• Develop a networking connection guide for the Medical Implant Device community
  – Website
• JEDEC – standards, problems associated with standards
• Need the data to show the problems and failure rates, but without names of companies and associations
• Can we use standards to predict failures that we are going to see?
• AIME – leads failures, ISO tag international standard for active implants
• ASTM or SEMI
• To what extent does design affect the failure
• Intermediate ranges are not understood in terms of humidity, for example
• Synergistic effects from environment
• Measuring hermeticity – leak model without ideal gas law, (need support from industry for NIST to pursue this issue)
• Build device that will operate at saturation
• FDA to figure out how to sanitize data
• Ultimately it needs to be the FDA that instigates standards development

NARROWING DISCUSSION

• Data
• Regulatory perspective
  – FDA interaction with component suppliers
• Current failure modes
• Future failure modes
• Need a group to develop these areas: FDA, NIST, medical device people, and component suppliers
• What are the future trends in packaging?
• Development of cochlear standard in Europe (good model)
INSPECTIONS

- Need expertise to ask the right questions
- Get involved with the people who are doing the auditing
- How do you gain the subject matter experts?
- **Who is going to participate and why? How will it be funded?**
Working Session II: Abstracts

Corrosion Issues
Robert Baboian

Corrosion is one of the most important factors in the reliability of active implantable medical devices. The environment to which these devices are subjected is severely aggressive. In addition, even very little contamination in electronic components can cause failure. Therefore, proper design and relevant testing of those designs are required to insure reliability. This talk includes discussions on types and mechanisms of corrosion in electronics devices, and, descriptions of tests that are used to determine the corrosion resistance of these devices. The applicability of these tests and the need for new tests for active implantable medical devices will be included in the talk.

Impact, Trauma, and Vibration Issues: Mechanical Loading of Active Implantable Medical Devices
Dominik Hammerer

Active implantable medical devices that are exposed to vibration, crush and/or impact/shock may fail in a variety of manners (e.g., detachment of single electronic components from the circuit board, collapse of the hermetic implant package), thus potentially rendering the device partially or entirely nonfunctional. Severity of these mechanical loading scenarios is dependent on the specific root cause. Situations including device shipping, handling prior to implantation, everyday life, and random events such as severe accidents, will be addressed. Further, it will be presented how the type of medical implant and its specific location of implantation influence the stress that the device undergoes.

Based on experiences with design, development, manufacturing and field performance of cochlear implants, standards applicable to these foreseeable loading scenarios, if available, and experiences with their implementation will be examined. Based on practical examples, (e.g., accident-related impacts to the device) methods of approaching un- or under-defined testing requirements, and therefore related difficulties, will be used to define previously unaddressed critical needs.
Working Session II: Open Discussion

DISCUSSION

• What are the types of corrosion that are important?
  – Metal, glass, plastic, etc.
  – Internal vs. external
  – Simulation of liquid composition
• Can these tests be used to determine reliability?
  – Could use the temperature stress test to determine hermeticity
  – Tests for conventional electronics, not implants
  – With time the resistance will go up until failure, test in class II environment, one day of testing equals one year
  – Environments in class IV are in chemical factory

CORROSION

• For external surface of an electronic device in the in vivo environment there is no acceleration test for corrosion
• For testing electrode
  – Increase duty cycle, increase temperature (perhaps precipitation)
• Point: aerospace applications are not appropriate for these devices (active medical implants)
• Hermeticity breach can cause corrosion
• Corrosion, residual moisture inside the package
• Do we need acceptable levels of contaminates? moisture? gases? ionic contamination?
• Impact of tissue capsule around implants, stationary electrochemistry of corrosion
• Dynamic polarization test, run for each metal, mixed potential theory; coupled metals are very complex and difficult to understand

EXTERNAL CORROSION

• What are the issues?
  – Strain from cardiac fatigue cycle (stents)
• Impact and shock vibration?
  – Temperature chip, measures impact and shock
• What do you need to know about the environment to redesign implanted devices?
  – Interface between the materials and body is problematic, there are no good ways to simulate human interface (biological environment)
• Understanding duty cycle and the tissue encapsulation at the interface with the medical device (chemically)
• Design for 20 years and test for 10
UNDERSTANDING THE ENVIRONMENT

• Lack product specific information
• Specifics of location of implant in the body
• Many variables on determining the response of an implant to an impact (mass of device, surface area of device, tissue around the device, etc.)
• Deficiency in standards, 6601
• We need to define the use envelopes
  – Need extreme models
• Proposed model for the head
• Is there a need for a body phantom?
  – To simulate loading in the body for implanted devices
Working Session III: Abstract

What are the Proper Accelerators for Predicting the Reliability of Active Implantable Devices?
Michael Pecht

Active implantable devices must operate reliably, often as long as 10 years, while subjected to in vivo and external loading conditions. While implant reliability requirements will depend upon the target application, the reliability requirements are usually coupled with the need for minimal or zero maintenance.

This presentation overviews some of the issues with the reliability prediction of medical electronic devices, summarizes failure mechanisms that are of unique concern in implantable active devices, and discusses some life cycle approaches to assess implant reliability at the levels of device, packaging, power supply, and software. Methods reviewed cover accelerated testing for product qualification, manufacturing process qualification to eliminate design and manufacturing defects, and procedures for the detection of latent damage.
Running Session III: Open Discussion

FAILURE MECHANISMS

- Unique by part type, failure mechanism
  - May determine a common set of tests for a specific group
- Sharing of failure modes for devices over time (need more publications in this area)
  - Knowing the failure mechanism will help you determine the best test method for qualification parameters
- Start with MIL-STD 883 then modify testing based on failure mechanism
- Failure mechanism—moisture breaching interface and depositing water on the chips
- Desire to use encapsulants, not going to take implants out of hermetic packages (can) for a long time
- Test the severe, covering all the ranges, but the limits may not be observed in reality (screening qualification process wears out the parts)
- Start looking at materials that are nearly hermetic
- Characterize new die lots and any other changes by the suppliers
- Trailing edge circuits (usually customized chips)
- Reliability of the microprocessors
- Realize that surgeons are important part of the implantable device (form factor), and familiarity with the insertion and size of the device (limited by surgical tools)

DISCUSSION 1

- Improved functionality and longevity (desires of most clinicians)
- Reducing the size of device: battery is limiting factor, as is the ability to manufacture it reliably(?)
  - Is current density a limiting factor?
- New technology development (artificial pancreas, drug delivery and sensor)
- Need to consider interface with biological devices and electronics

TESTING METHODS

- What is the testing methodology for the cans as they get smaller?
- Perhaps the FDA could raise this as an issue, helium leak jet for example
- Different failure mechanisms due to changes in the device over time, not appropriate to have a common test method
- Water in a can is a universal problem
  - Statistically high moisture failure over 95 % of devices could be attributed to hermeticity
  - Need help modeling leaks for less than $10^{-9}$ atm-cc/sec
  - Leak detectors
STANDARDS

• Military standard given package size and given leak rate
  – Medical, use only to develop test method
  – Equations based on ideal gas law, need to change the model, surface migration, and need to determine the leak structure
  – All materials leak; it’s just the rate of leak that is the issue, can’t measure very small leak rates
• How do you measure small leak rates and examine the physics of the leak?

MOISTURE

• Sometimes moisture develops through chemical interaction in the materials
• Water is bound on the surface and moves around, so volume-to-surface area ratio is important
• Time period of implantation determines the moisture failures, ~6 to 7 % fail in 4 to 5 years
• Are there failures in the screen? Destroy about 5 % of product by handling
• 883 offers both screen and qualification
• Diffusion and leaks lead to moisture

DISCUSSION 2

• Develop a database for copyrighted materials without violating the law
• OVID – information sharing group, pay a fee and can download papers from IEEE
• Test functionality on older plastic samples that didn’t fail, epoxy sustained over time
• Get a policy in place to get devices that are explanted to study
  – How do you fund implant retrieval program?
Assuring the highest practical reliability is a primary objective of any active implantable medical device manufacturer. In order to accomplish this objective the device manufacturer must understand and characterize the intrinsic and extrinsic reliability of the medical device. The basic material choices and design rule implementations that determine intrinsic reliability must be studied carefully and completely. The assessment of intrinsic reliability should be performed as early as possible during the development of a new product so material and design changes may be made with a minimal impact on the process of new product development. In this presentation, an example of an early opportunity for intrinsic reliability evaluation is examined. Through the example of device- and hybrid-level drop testing, the challenges of mapping incompletely defined application requirements onto a repeatable and meaningful test protocol will be highlighted. These challenges will be generalized to reflect the full range of active implantable medical device application requirements. The opportunities for improvements in application requirements and testing methodologies will be summarized.

The implantable medical device industry has been an intensely regulated market, given obvious considerations such as safety and effectiveness. Different regulatory bodies generally stipulate different requirements for and approaches to the approval process, although more recently attempts have been made to integrate, or align to, a common set of generic requirements. In addition to this, in many cases flexibility has been built in to the regulatory requirements to allow unimpeded development of new devices while maintaining high standards of safety and effectiveness. In some cases, according to this principle, the manufacturers are allowed to define the low-level set of requirements that will demonstrate the safety and effectiveness of the implantable device, providing that they strictly adhere to the high-level requirements set forward by the regulatory body. This presentation is focused on describing the set of self-adhered standards and/or self-defined requirements that were employed by Cochlear Ltd to demonstrate the safety and reliability of its new implant developments, starting with wafer-level requirements for ASIC developments, assembly requirements and finally system-level requirements.
Working Session IV: Open Discussion

DISCUSSION

- Intrinsic and extrinsic factors
- Need for process design or validation
- Delamination not correlated to functional failures
- Studies on reproducibility of testing for characterization
- MIL-STD testing ~ $100,000
- Save money by defining use envelopes
- Important to look at ASIC standard testing, but there’s no good standard for testing in medical device industry
- Standards (for example MIL-STD 1031) are good for a minimal set of requirements
  - How do we get meaning from these tests?
- Meta analysis of the medical device literature
- Patient issues for spinal cord device lead breakage (mechanical failure), battery depletion
- Need to continue researching the basic science with a foundation in physics (model for all failures that will reflect back to the design of the devices)
- How do we get the FDA and NIST to help the medical device industry?
  - Providing a list of priorities from the industry
- Devices that need the greatest help with reliability
  - Infusion pumps, defibrillators, ventilators
- Workshops in the future
  - Smaller or bigger
  - More input
Working Session V: Open Discussion

DISCUSSION

• Standards for mechanical testing of flexible substrates
• Avoid using off-the-shelf consumer electronics
  – Choice of vendors
  – Passive vs. active components
• Developing screening for parts
• Standard tests for *in vitro* testing
  – Understanding key parameters
• Looking towards other industries for material selection
  – Dental industry
• Encapsulation of devices with fibrous tissue – mechanical issues
  – Contraction of fibrous tissue around implant
  – EN 45502 – Fatigue test for pacing leads
• New polymers and testing
  – Life expectancy, etc.

  – Buddy Ratner – University of Washington
  – Polymer Technology Group – Berkeley, CA
  – Biomaterials Group, Polymers Division, NIST
  – Materials Reliability Division, NIST Boulder
Summary Sessions I and II

• Database (Intel/National Labs)
  – Database development (using Bob Thomas’ presentation to start up)
  – User groups can access available data
  – Avoid rediscovering the wheel
• Commonality (Standards Bodies, Device Manufacturers)
  – When it works and when it doesn’t
    • E.g., Within can vs. exposed
  – Devices and test methods
• Standard Tests (NIST and Standard Bodies)
  – Proper use
    • E.g., High/low temp for parts; leak rates
  – Definition
    • E.g., Use 5 V when today lower voltages are used
  – Pass/Fail criteria
    • Let each group define pass/fail for medical applications
  – Failure results are captured by manufacturers
• Basic models (Academia, CALCE)
  – Theory and experimental data
  – Interfaces
    • Permeability
    • Diffusion/bio-environment
  – Long term hermiticity (NIST)
    • Requirements
    • Cans/No cans
  – Corrosion (NIST)
    • External and internal
    • Known acceleration factors
    • Proper corrosion modeling
• Environment - Need to know (NIST, FDA, Device Mfrs.)
  – Chemical
  – Special attention to mechanics
    • Body phantoms?
    • Feedback sensors
Conclusions and Summary Recommendations

NOT NEEDED

• Medical grade components
• Medical device specific qualification standard
• Database medical device failure

WHAT IS NEEDED?

• Responsibility of each company to define use environment
• The development of non-prescriptive guidelines for device/application specific usage (Device Manufacturers)
  – System or device level (group similar devices)
    • Stresses applied to device
    – Transportation, storage
    • Sweat related to diet (for example)
    • Thickness of skin flaps differ for varying ages
    • Anatomical guideline
    • Knowing animal model limitations
    • Human simulator systems
• Identify stresses applied to device during assembly/manufacturing
• Standardize leak test (NIST)
  – Modify methodology for measurement techniques
  – Standards
  – Limits
    • To cover range in volumes
    • To detect range in leak rates
• Gage study DSC, EDS, XPS, EDX, SIMS, CSAM, TMA
• Develop set of guidelines
• Common consensus on reporting the data
  – Factor in the clinicians interfacing with their patients

ACTION ITEMS

• Schedule another meeting with a specific scope
• Liz Drexler contact for feedback
Biographies of Speakers
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Comments from the Organizing Committee

Personal impressions of John A. Tesk about the workshop on active implantable medical devices (AIMDs):

1. The workshop was attended by the AIMD industry mainly because it was an FDA workshop and it seems that whenever the FDA puts on a workshop, industry feels compelled to attend in order to keep up with what might be new developments that affect them.

2. The Industry failed to grasp what was clearly stated in the purpose of the workshop, namely; “The objective is to help identify the technical and measurement issues that are involved in the use of both national and international standards for the assessment of the reliability of active implantable medical devices. It is the intention of this workshop to help define the areas for future work that will facilitate the rapid deployment of advanced implant technologies.” In general, industry came expecting measurements to be given to them rather than their partaking in the identification of generic needs for standards and measurements that should be developed soon for the future good of the industry, customers, and patients.

3. There was a reluctance on the part of the industry to say much in the presence of the FDA, which had a great presence (in numbers) at the workshop, in short, the FDA was feared more than being seen as a potential partner in arriving at good standards that could be of benefit to all.

4. The workshop had a beneficial effect in bringing together the major developers of the different kinds of AIMDs and elucidating problems that need to be overcome for greater cooperation in the development of consensus standards, such as those that already exist between the FDA and The ASTM F04 Standards Committees and through the Orthopaedic FDA Forum, a regular meeting of the FDA and orthopaedic surgical device manufacturers. Something like the latter should be attempted between the FDA and the AIMD industry. Perhaps the AIMD Industry could be invited to one of the Orthopaedic Device Forum meetings to observe how it functions and to hear from the Orthopedic Industry about its effectiveness. I recommend this or, at least, asking the Orthopaedic Forum participants to consider setting aside a couple of hours to meet with the AIMD industry just prior to or after an Orthopaedic Device Forum meeting.

5. Major issues in the measurement methods for leak detection and validation of those methods were acknowledged by all. NIST was chided for not having produced the needed measurement methods and “reference materials” for calibration of low level helium leak tests.

6. Leak test models for various kinds of leaks through tortuous paths through different kinds of materials and combinations of materials, including seals between materials comprising a “can” are needed.

7. This observer sees the possibility of extending the kind of modeling used for fluid transport through scaffolds used for tissue engineering and models for permeation of resins for fiber composites to serve as starting points for modeling of leaks. Many such geometrical models already exist in the MSEL that would obviate the need to start from the beginning all over again; two-three years of effort could be avoided. Nearly immediate extension to much smaller scales could begin with material/fluid property, then interactions based on size could begin to be added and effects validated.
8. The time is now ripe for holding follow-up workshops that will focus on individual or related issues; it may be necessary for NIST to lead some without the FDA directly co-hosting and others may require the FDA via interactions with Standards Development Organizations.
Liz Drexler’s thoughts on how to build on the accomplishments of the workshop on Measurement Methods for Evaluation of the Reliability of Active Implantable Medical Devices (AIMDs).

I believe that there are two parallel AIMD needs to be fulfilled. The October 2005 workshop was very successful in getting the FDA scientists and engineers talking with one another, members of the FDA Device Evaluation Group (those who qualify new devices and set the necessary test standards and requirements) and the Compliance Group (those who assure that the qualifying tests and standards are properly applied). Individuals within these groups specialize in particular devices. But in the past there has been little interaction and discussion within a group and between groups about holding all AIMDs to the same standards. The FDA people learned a lot from our speakers, but further education in the form of workshops could be valuable.

The second group, of course, is the AIMD manufacturers. As I see it, they need to design, qualify, and manufacture highly reliable devices, so that they get product to market in a timely fashion, with negligible numbers of failures in service. It would seem that it would be to their benefit to cooperate on finding solutions to problems that are universal. I think that they are starting to see this as well, based on the formation of the iNEMI technology integration groups (TIGs) on Pb-free solders and medical grade component standards. We also know that hermeticity is an issue for the AIMD manufacturers.

So how can NIST best serve these two groups?

1. I believe in general we need more education on hermeticity. A half-day workshop in conjunction with the fall ASTM F04 meeting has been proposed, dealing with hermeticity and leak testing, methods, standard references, etc. I believe that we will need to work through the ASTM because the FDA has a relationship with them and established standards are the only mechanism that the FDA can use to communicate their requirements. But I am concerned about who is our audience for this workshop? Manufacturers, is this a venue with which you can work? Would you prefer a different setting? This probably is not the best situation for educating people from the FDA. Do we need two educational workshops on hermeticity, leak testing, and residual gas analysis? Where should they take place? Are there other pressing educational needs? How should we cover costs?

2. Bob Thomas presented an idea on forming a Task Force that would meet in a pleasant neutral setting with no reports or agendas other than participation. That offer is still on the table if the device manufacturers would like to take him up on it. Do you feel as though your needs are being met with the iNEMI TIGs, and another venue is unnecessary? Do you feel the need for more diverse participation in the iNEMI TIGs?

In conclusion, I would encourage individuals to respond to me and let me know how I can help. I am committed to researching the problems and needs of the AIMD community, and how NIST might best serve that community. I look to you for guidance.

Liz Drexler, drexler@boulder.nist.gov
Materials Research Engineer, NIST
Open Comment from Attendees

We feel that the workshop was successful in getting device manufacturers and the FDA to at least talk to each other about their issues and problems related to measurement methods in evaluating/establishing the reliability of AIMDs. Obviously, follow up work needs to be done and we are definitely interested in actively participating in any forum or workshop that aims to address the industry issues and problems identified in the first workshop.

Please continue to keep us informed of any updates and we look forward to meeting you again soon.

Marcus Ignacio
Edmund Capcelea
Cochlear Limited
14 Mars Road, PO Box 629
Lane Cove NSW 2066
Australia

******************************************************************************

Here are some quick thoughts:

1. The Medical Device attendees would benefit greatly by having a “Task Force”-like meeting as I described in my presentation. The Minnowbrook Lodge at Blue Mountain Lake is an ideal location and provides a relaxed atmosphere for exchanging ideas. This would be a makers meeting only without any record. All you need is a facilitator and it funds itself. No outside money needed. The purpose of the meeting would be to solve common problems at the physics level. One possibility is to hold it jointly with the October 2006 Moisture and Packaging meeting already in place. There is enough room to host an additional meeting at the same time. Medical attendees would benefit from the discussions on hermeticity, RGA and packaging, but could hold a parallel session for makers only to air their dirty linen. I think that it would work well. The only problem is that it is a year away. An alternative, suggested by John Pernicka is a small island off Florida in January or February to get things started. Makers only with participation by some independents like Ken Rodbell and Celeste.

2. The second need is a seminar for the FDA and NIST people at Gaithersburg to bring the group up-to-date with the hermeticity and RGA lessons learned over 30 years in measurement and manufacturing issues that are directly related to the monitoring of the implant makers. Need three days. Have the speakers in mind. Use training funds to support the attendees.

3. The third need is to work with the FDA assessment organization via a series of seminars and a shadow assessment using QML type auditing techniques. This is really important if you want to get the cooperation of the implant industry. This also should be held at NIST with training funds as the source of support.

4. I am currently proposing a Semiconductor Smart Site© for the IEEE Reliability Society.
Using this as the lead demo, the group needs to move ahead in providing a service like this to the implant groups as was discussed at the October Workshop. Will have a business plan that includes revenue from Google to support the expert analysis that will be used in maintaining the Smart Site. More on this later, but getting knowledge on demand to the manufacturers is the way to reduce recalls and cost.

Bob Thomas
Technology Experts Network
104 Cedar St.
Rome, NY 13440 USA
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